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RIYADH: Saudi Minister of Finance Ibrahim Al-Assaf addresses the audience during the Euromoney Saudi Arabia conference in the capital Riyadh yesterday. The two-day conference focuses on Saudi Arabia’s economy and the so
called economic plan “Vision 2030”. — AFP

DUBAI: Saudi Arabia announced a string of
reforms to its stock market that could attract
billions of dollars of fresh foreign money and
smooth sales of state assets as the kingdom
grapples with damage to its finances caused
by low oil prices.

When Riyadh opened its bourse to direct
foreign investment last June, it took a cautious
approach, imposing tight ownership limits and
minimum qualifications for overseas institu-
tions to reduce the risk of them destabilising
the market. Reforms announced yesterday sug-
gested authorities are now courting foreign
money more aggressively. Last week, Deputy
Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman outlined
sweeping plans to cut the kingdom’s depend-
ence on oil exports.

Among his plans are a privatisation pro-
gram that will include offering a stake of under
5 percent in national oil giant Saudi Aramco.
The Saudi stock market could have trouble
absorbing the shares without an infusion of

foreign money. “This is a very good piece of
news and supportive of the stock market in the
medium- to long term,” Sebastien Henin, head
of asset management at Abu Dhabi’s The
National Investor, said of Tuesday’s announce-
ment. “It may clear the road for the possible
listing of Aramco shares...All in all, this will align
the bourse with international markets and
encourage foreign investors to allocate funds
to Saudi shares.”

Each foreign institutional investor will be
allowed to own directly a stake of just under 10
percent of a single listed company, up from a
previous ceiling of 5 percent, the Capital
Market Authority (CMA) announced. Other
restrictions were scrapped, including a ceiling
of 10 percent on combined ownership by for-
eign institutions of the market’s entire capitali-
sation. All foreign investors combined will still
be limited to owning 49 percent of any single
firm. To qualify as a foreign institutional
investor in Saudi Arabia, each asset manager

will only need to have a minimum of $1 billion
of assets under management globally, instead
of $5 billion. The CMA said it would now accept
investments by new types of foreign institution
including sovereign wealth funds and universi-
ty endowments. The regulator also said it had
approved the introduction of securities lend-
ing and covered short-selling to the stock mar-
ket, which would give investors more options
to hedge their purchases against market
downturns. Meanwhile, the Saudi Stock
Exchange will introduce during the first half of
2017 the settlement of trades within two work-
ing days of execution, the bourse said.

At present, trades must be settled on the
same day. This has inconvenienced foreign
investors in particular as they must have large
amounts of money on hand before trading,
which can be hard given Riyadh’s time zone
and its Sunday-Thursday business week.
Many big emerging markets have settlement
after two days. 

MSCI ENTRY
Saudi Arabia wants to join international

index compiler MSCI’s emerging markets index
as soon as in 2017, because many global funds
base their investments on that index. Officials
have conceded same-day settlement is an
obstacle to inclusion. 

MSCI is expected to say in June whether it
will review Saudi Arabia for possible inclusion
in the index, and the reforms announced yes-
terday could help to sway its decision.
Nevertheless, the Saudi stock market did not
react positively to the announcement; its index
was 1.4 percent lower in late trade.

One reason is that the reforms will take
considerable time to materialise. The CMA
said its new foreign ownership rules, and a
date for them to take effect,  would be
revealed only by the end of the first half of
2017. A deeper reason is that despite last
June’s opening to foreign institutions, over-
seas funds have so far not been very keen to

put their money into Saudi Arabia; total direct
and indirect foreign investment accounts for
less than 1 percent of the $408 billion stock
market, bourse data shows.

Low oil prices, as well as the inefficiencies of
Saudi firms and the greater dynamism of other
emerging economies, have diverted money
from the kingdom. It may take years before it
becomes clear if the economic reform drive
will change this.

At the end of 2015, only nine foreign institu-
tions had obtained licences to invest directly in
the Saudi market. The Middle East head of a
big international fund manager, declining to
be named because of commercial sensitivities,
said this number would not necessarily rise
sharply when restrictions were eased. 

“You can ease regulations as much as you
want, but the value proposition of Saudi
Arabia needs to be strong enough to make it
worthwhile for institutional investors to come
in,” he said. — Reuters

Saudi plans sweeping market reforms 
Bourse to ease rules for foreigners under economic plan

DUBAI: Gulf stock markets fell back yesterday
because of lower oil prices and a lack of positive
drivers, while Saudi Arabia’s bourse failed to get
an immediate boost from reforms designed to
stimulate trading and draw fresh foreign money.
Brent crude futures fell about 1 percent yester-
day after a 3 percent drop on Monday, encourag-
ing Gulf investors to take profits on stock market
gains made over the past several weeks.

The Saudi index fell 1.2 percent as petro-
chemical blue chip Saudi Basic Industries lost 2.4
percent. Jarir Marketing fell 1.5 percent and
Saudi Hollandi Bank lost 1.9 percent as both
stocks went ex-dividend.

The Capital Market Authority said it would
lower the minimum assets-under-management
requirement for foreign institutions investing
directly in the market, and ease foreign owner-
ship restrictions. For example, each foreign
investor will be allowed to own a stake of just
under 10 percent of a single company; previous-
ly, the ceiling was 5 percent. Meanwhile, the
Saudi Stock Exchange said it would introduce
the settlement of trades within two working
days of execution, a reform that could help the

market join MSCI global indexes.  Currently, set-
tlement is same-day, which is inconvenient for
many foreign investors.

The reforms will not be implemented before
2017, and other factors such as high valuations
and low oil prices have also been deterring for-
eign investors, so the market did not react.

Dubai’s index sank 1.8 percent, while Abu
Dhabi dropped 2.0 percent as some banks
remained soft after last week’s disappointing
f i rst- quar ter  earnings,  with  Abu Dhabi
Commercial Bank losing 4.3 percent. Qatar fell
1.5 percent as real estate firm Ezdan Holding,
which lost  2 .7  percent  on Monday af ter
reporting its first-quarter earnings, dropped a
further 3.8 percent.

Egypt’s market, reopening after two days of
public holidays, tumbled 3.1 percent after the
April purchasing managers’ index for that coun-
try showed new orders and output continuing
to decline, while the Egyptian pound slipped
further in the black market. Orascom Telecom
Media sank 6.8 percent, continuing a slide trig-
gered by its reporting a big loss for 2015 late
last week. — Reuters 

DUBAI/LONDON: OPEC has yet to agree on a
long-term strategy as Saudi Arabia objects to a
proposal from arch-rival Iran that the exporter
group aim for tighter control of the oil market,
sources said, pointing to deep divisions over
the way forward.

The OPEC board of governors met on
Monday in Vienna to discuss the latest draft of
its LTS. While they made progress on some
issues, OPEC kingpin Riyadh disagreed with
Tehran’s proposal to include “effective produc-
tion management” as a challenge for the
group, two OPEC sources said.

“Iran and Saudi did not agree,” said one
source, who declined to be identified. Iran,
according to an earlier draft of the LTS seen by
Reuters in November, had proposed that the
first of 10 challenges OPEC listed for itself -
“sustaining oil market stability” - be tweaked
to refer to managing supply.

“The first challenge could be expressed in a
more clear way as follows: ‘Sustainability of oil
prices at optimal levels as well as maintaining
effective production management, in light of
dynamic market conditions,’” Iran wrote on the

earlier draft.  At stake, fundamentally, is
whether the Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries puts its traditional role of
fixing supply to prop up prices - a position
favoured by Iran and other members such as
Algeria - at the top of its agenda.

Or, in response to rising supply outside the
group, OPEC steps back from attempting to
manage the market - a view in line with the
thinking of Saudi Arabia, which led a shift in
OPEC strategy in November 2014 when the
group refused to cut output.

The debate matters for the oil industry and
wider economy as oil prices, which began a
slide from over $100 a barrel in June 2014 due
to oversupply, deepened their collapse in
response to OPEC’s decision not to cut. Crude
hit a 12-year low in January this year and is
now trading around $45.

That policy shift continues to divide the
group, with members disagreeing about the
need to support a fair oil price and boost rev-
enues. The earlier LTS draft seen by Reuters
carried annotations from Iran and Algeria for
measures to support prices such as a price tar-

get or floor and a return to OPEC’s quota sys-
tem. Saudi Arabia and its Gulf OPEC allies
oppose a return to quotas, which were
dropped in 2011.

The long-term report is prepared by OPEC’s
research team in Vienna and traditionally cau-
tions that it does not articulate the final posi-
tion of OPEC or any member country on any
proposed conclusions it contains. OPEC offi-
cials will meet again this year in an attempt to
reach agreement on the long-term strategy,
sources said. Two OPEC sources described the
areas of disagreement as relatively small.

Still, the likelihood of a return to production
management by OPEC appears remote. Last
month, a deal to freeze output by OPEC and
non-member producers fell apart after Saudi
Arabia demanded that Iran participate.

Iran has refused to limit production as it seeks
to regain market share following the lifting of
Western sanctions in January, although sources
have said Tehran would do so once output has
recovered to the pre-sanctions level. OPEC’s oil
ministers hold their next meeting on June 2 in
Vienna to discuss output policy.  — Reuters
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